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Big-cone Douglas-Fir (Pseudotsuga macrocarpa, hereafter BCDF) is an

endemic, fire-adapted conifer found throughout the mountains of southern

California. Because recent large high intensity wildfires have resulted in loss of

BCDF, understanding how environmental factors, such as topography, fuels,

climate, and weather, impact BCDF survivorship is important for informing

restoration and conservation efforts. Here, we used randomForest (RF) and

accumulated local effects (ALE) plots to examine how environmental variables

contribute to the occurrence of both fire refugia and high fire-induced

mortality of BCDF stands during two large wildfires. Additionally, we explored

how the influence of these variables changed between the use of two

different response variables: (1) visually-assessed mortality evaluated through

estimation of canopy survival using Google Earth imagery and (2) RdNBR.

This comparison allows us to evaluate the potential that RdNBR overestimates

BCDF mortality because it is highly indicative of understory conditions post-

fire, rather than direct changes to BCDF trees. We found that pre-fire fuel was

one of the most influential variables contributing to both fire refugia and high

mortality; sparse and oak dominant understories contributed to fire refugia,

while chaparral contributed to high mortality. We also found that the role of

certain variables was not consistent across the two fires. For example, areas

of the landscape with hotter temperature and higher vapor pressure deficit

(VPD) during the fire experienced high BCDF mortality in the Zaca Fire, but had

the inverse effect in the Thomas Fire. Lastly, we found that our two metrics

of response resulted in significantly different classification of BCDF stands:

RdNBR resulted in more stands being classified as high intensity and fewer low
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severity/unburned areas, supporting our concern that it can overestimate high

severity impact in some ecosystems. However, the two model types resulted

in relatively similar explanatory environmental variable selections, although

different rankings.

KEYWORDS

Pseudotsuga macrocarpa, RdNBR, randomForest, ALE plots, wildfire, chaparral
understory

Introduction

Fire plays an important role in shaping species distributions
(Zackrisson, 1977; Smith, 2000; Bond and Keeley, 2005; Kelly
et al., 2017). Two prominent vegetation types in California,
conifer forests and chaparral shrublands, have been particularly
affected by fire regimes altered by anthropogenic factors. Forest
fires have become larger and burn more land at higher severity
than historic norms (Nigro and Molinari, 2019), likely a result
of a mixture of climate change (Abatzoglou and Williams, 2016)
and fire suppression (Steel et al., 2015). This will impact future
species composition as many coniferous species are limited by
the distance to a seed source to regenerate (Donato et al., 2009;
Welch et al., 2016). Population density and human ignitions
have increased fire frequency in chaparral (Syphard et al.,
2007; Safford and Van de Water, 2014), which can lead to
vegetation type conversion as chaparral species are sensitive to
short fire return intervals (Haidinger and Keeley, 1993; Syphard
et al., 2018; Park and Jenerette, 2019). Big-cone Douglas-Fir
(Pseudotsuga macrocarpa, hereafter BCDF), a conifer endemic
to southern California that often grows on north-facing canyons
or ravines, and can be associated with Quercus chrysolepis
(Horton, 1960; Minnich, 1976). In mesic, lower elevation
sites BCDF primarily grows in small stands within chaparral.
Extensive fire-scar analyses suggest that current stands had
experienced recurrent fire at perhaps 30 year intervals prior
to the 1930s (Lombardo et al., 2009). BCDF is one of the few
conifers in California that exists from within low elevation
chaparral to high elevation mixed conifer forests. Therefore, this
species could be affected by the altered fire regimes in both
chaparral and conifer ecosystems (Minnich, 1988) which puts
additional strain on the long-term persistence of this regionally
restricted species. Identifying fire refugia of the species may
be critical for the conservation planning of this geographically
limited species particularly as climate change alters fuel aridity,
fire regimes and post fire regeneration potential.

BCDF is a fire tolerant conifer that can resprout from
epicormic buds after wildfires (Gause, 1966). Despite this,
stands are susceptible to wildfire impacts. Historic sources
have noted the considerable impact of wildfires on BCDF
populations (Leiberg, 1899; U.S. Geologic Survey, 1899), with

one researcher describing “large tracts. . .laid waste” after
a wildfire (U.S. Geologic Survey, 1899). Even contemporary
research has noted the loss of BCDF in lower montane habitats
(Minnich, 1999). While the area of BCDF that has been lost to
stand replacing fires is not known (Stephenson and Calcarone,
1999), Minnich (1999) estimated that 18% (approximately 6,000
acres) has been lost in the San Bernardino Mountains since 1938
as a result of stand replacing fires. After stand replacing fires,
BCDF stands are typically replaced with chaparral (Stephenson
and Calcarone, 1999), particularly Ceanothus or Cercocarpus
[now Fragula] species (Leiberg, 1899; U.S. Geologic Survey,
1899). Furthermore, Minnich (1980) found no regeneration
in deforested stands 19 years after a high intensity wildfire
suggesting stands are susceptible to extirpation in an era of
increasing fire severity. Additionally, the species does not have
serotinous cones or seeds that can be wind dispersed long
distances so a nearby seed source is required for regeneration.
Because BCDF trees tend to grow in relatively isolated stands,
a severely burned stand has limited ability to regenerate due
isolation from other seed sources (Minnich, 1980). It is thought
that the isolated growth patterns of BCDF “represent the
remnants of a more extensive forest” (U.S. Geologic Survey,
1899). It is possible that over millennia fire has continuously
whittled down expansive BCDF forests into the isolated patches
seen today.

Refugia have been essential for the persistence of species
during changing climates (Tzedakis et al., 2002; Hampe and
Petit, 2005) and are receiving increasing attention as it
becomes clear that climate and fire refugia need to overlap in
order for some species to persist across landscapes into the
future (Meddens et al., 2018). Identifying the environmental
components that contribute to fire refugia of BCDF is
critical given the limited geographic distribution of the
species and the altered fire regimes in conifer forests and
chaparral shrublands that will affect the distribution of BCDF
populations. Additionally, identification of controls on refugia
of BCDF will help inform management efforts, including
placement of protective fuel breaks and restoration siting, and
ensure that these species will continue to provide valuable
ecosystem service such as providing shade, food, and vertical
structure within shrublands (Meretsky and Snyder, 1992;
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Vander Wall et al., 2006; Minnich, 2007; Sawyer et al., 2009).
While the term “fire refugia” has been defined differently
throughout the literature (Meddens et al., 2018), we use the
definition from Kolden et al. (2017) that refugia are patches
that are unburned or experienced little to no change in live tree
cover despite the surrounding area burning, a definition that
appears to be broadly used (see Meddens et al., 2018). Because
any of the three elements of the fire behavior triangle (weather,
fuels, topography) can contribute to the existence of refugia, but
only topography is a permanent or stable feature, it is important
to distinguish whether it has a significant role and whether
this is consistent across different fires in the same vegetation
types. Wind-driven fires may create “stochastic” refugia, refugia
that are not formed by permanent landscape features like
rockiness and topography but rather are the result of the
vagaries of particular wind and fire events (Krawchuk et al.,
2016). Distinguishing the elements contributing to persistent vs.
ephemeral refugia thus helps managers to anticipate future fire
impacts and regions where species may persist.

Here, we used ensemble learning methods to compare the
environmental associations of high and low mortality (refugia)
stands of BCDF burned in two large fires in southern California
using two distinct estimates of fire impacts. The assessment of
environmental drivers of fire severity including both low and
high mortality areas can inform management efforts (see Yin
et al., 2021), including where to prioritize restoration for the best
long-term outcomes given changes in climate and fire regimes.
Ensemble learning is used to better understand the complex
relationship between environmental variables like topography,
weather, climate, and fuels and fire impacts on vegetation; this
approach has been a frequently used method in similar areas
of research (Haire and McGarigal, 2009; Holden et al., 2009;
Thompson and Spies, 2009; Dillon et al., 2011; Cansler and
McKenzie, 2014; Birch et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2015; Harris
and Taylor, 2015, 2017; Kane et al., 2015a; Viedma et al., 2015;
Estes et al., 2017; Parks et al., 2018). Most of these studies have
used a remotely sensed metric (e.g., dNBR, RdNBR, or RBR)
to determine how variables contribute to burn severity or to
the existence of refugia. Few studies use other metrics (but see
Thompson and Spies, 2009; Chapman et al., 2020). We compare
and contrast the insights gained by using RdNBR vs. visually-
assessed stand mortality (hereafter, “mortality”) as the response
variable. Remote sensing burn severity metrics directly measure
the change in greenness (Miller and Thode, 2007), which should
be associated with mortality or canopy loss (Miller and Thode,
2007). However, in some forest ecosystems canopy trees and
understory species can vary in their fire tolerance. Thus, burn
severity estimates, or regrowth estimates, may be capturing the
effect of fire on understory vegetation rather than the canopy
trees, especially if the canopy trees are sparse but the understory
is dense and fire susceptible, or vice versa. This could also affect
the accuracy of assigning a landscape location to be a refugia.
As a result, modeling of the direct impact of wildfire on conifer

mortality as assessed visually using aerial imagery may produce
different results in some settings than using RdNBR.

The purpose of this study was to determine how elements
of the fire behavior triangle affected mortality of BCDF at
the stand level scale after two, large mixed severity wildfires
in Los Padres National Forest. We ask the following specific
questions: (1) What variables contribute to fire refugia (i.e.,
low mortality) and to high fire-induced mortality of BCDF and
are these environmental variables consistent in their rankings
across the two large fires? We predict that they should not
be consistent across the fires because although the fires were
similar in size and habitats affected, the two fires burned
under very different weather and climate conditions. We predict
that refugia in the second fire, which was strongly wind-
driven, will be more stochastic and less affected by permanent
landscape features like topography. (2) How does the choice of
response variable affect model accuracy and predictor variable
strength and ranking? Specifically, does using visually assessed
mortality result in different explanatory variables for low
(refugia) and high fire impacts and model accuracy, compared
to using the more traditional RdNBR as the response variable?
This question will help guide future researchers in obtaining
a reliable understanding of long-term fire impacts across
complex landscapes.

Materials and methods

Study area and fires

We examined mortality and burn severity within BCDF
stands in two large fire scars—the 2007 Zaca Fire and the
2017 Thomas Fire (Figure 1). Both fires burned within the
Los Padres National Forest in southern California, in chaparral,
oak associated, and conifer ecosystems. The Zaca Fire burned
97,208 ha in the summer (July and August) of 2007 and was
classified as a non-katabatic fire (Kolden and Abatzoglou, 2018)
meaning it was not driven by either Sundowner or Santa Ana
wind conditions although a few periods of higher winds did
occur within the broad fire window. It was a topography and
vegetation-driven fire that burned for almost 2 months under
moderate weather conditions with low humidity (Keeley et al.,
2009). It burned vegetation that had not burned in >80 years.
Approximately 10 years later, the Thomas Fire burned 114,078
ha during December 2017. The Thomas Fire occurred at the
tail end of the severe 2012–2018 drought, which killed millions
of trees in California (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2017;
Fettig et al., 2019). It was a largely wind-driven fire that occurred
during an unprecedented, 12-day Santa Ana wind event (Fovell
and Gallagher, 2018; Kolden and Abatzoglou, 2018) and burned
through a variety of stand ages. The Zaca Fire affected more
BCDF stands (4,348 ha) than the Thomas Fire (1,014 ha). BCDF
grows throughout the Zaca Fire scar with a median elevation
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FIGURE 1

Big-cone Douglas-Fir (BCDF) stands in the Zaca and Thomas Fires. BCDF stands were manually identified from pre-fire Google Earth imagery
using methodology from Post-Leon et al. (2022). 4,348 ha of BCDF were impacted during the 2007 Zaca Fire and 1,014 ha impacted during the
2017 Thomas Fire.

of 1,344 m (range 857–1,921 m). It has a more limited range
in the Thomas Fire because this fire burned in more coastal
regions where BCDF is less common. The Thomas Fire affected
more low elevation BCDF stands (median 1,289 m; range 440–
1,723 m).

Data

We assessed the relationship between mortality or burn
severity and environmental variables categorized into variables
associated with each of the axes of the landscape fire triangle
(topography, weather/climate, fuel). For each variable, the mean
was calculated for a given stand, except where noted. Variables
associated with each axis are described below.

Burn severity and mortality
BCDF stands were manually identified in the Zaca and

Thomas Fire scars following the methodology from Post-Leon
et al. (2022). In total, 2,389 stands in the Zaca Fire and 655 stands
in the Thomas fire were identified, but only stands greater than

0.118 ha were included in the model (Zaca: n = 1,794; Thomas:
n = 478). Mortality for each BCDF stand was manually classified
into four bins using Google Earth imagery: unburned (0%), low
(1–25%), moderate (25–75%), and high (75–100%) (Table 1).
Because BCDF can resprout after wildfires, imagery from several
years post-fire was used to classify mortality. 2013–2017 imagery
was used to classify mortality after the 2007 Zaca Fire and 2021
imagery was used to classify mortality after the 2017 Thomas
Fire; these dates coincide with the 2012–2018 drought, so extra
care was taken to ensure mortality estimates were a result of
wildfire and not drought.

RdNBR was calculated using 30 m resolution imagery from
the Landsat Thematic Mapper; the earliest available cloud-free
pre-fire (Zaca Fire: June 21, 2007; Thomas Fire: November
23, 2017) and post-fire (Zaca Fire: August 25, 2007; Thomas
Fire: January 26, 2018) images were used. Mean burn severity
was calculated for each stand and was classified into unburned
(RdNBR < 68), low (RdNBR 69–315), moderate (RdNBR 316–
640), and high (RdNBR > 641) bins using classification from
Miller and Thode (2007).
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TABLE 1 Number of acres and BCDF stands impacted by the Zaca and Thomas fires.

Zaca fire Thomas fire

Hectares impacted # stands impacted Hectares impacted # stands impacted

Visually-assessed mortality
Unchanged 415.0 485 264.9 156

Low 2,596.9 625 458.4 158

Moderate 327.7 211 77.9 47

High 601.2 473 171.4 117

Burn severity (RdNBR)
Unchanged 403.7 121 21.4 19

Low 1,402.8 336 255.1 111

Moderate 1,048.4 439 426.4 171

High 1,085.9 898 269.7 177

We compare how using visually classified mortality as
the response compared to RdNBR, influenced VI and the
relationship between fire, controlling variables and BCDF.
Ultimately, we conducted this analysis to determine if the
more time consuming and cost-intensive manual classification
of mortality produces higher accuracy models or identifies
more distinct importance variables and is thus worth the effort
compared to using the more simple and cost-effective method of
calculating and using RdNBR.

Topography data
All topographic data were derived from a 30 m Digital

Elevation Model (DEM) (U.S. Geological Survey, 2017).
Preliminary topographic variables included elevation, annual
solar radiation, aspect, maximum flow accumulation, maximum
topographic wetness index (TWI), and mean, minimum,
and maximum topographic position index (TPI). TPI was
calculated for several different neighborhoods (Supplementary
material 1) using Topography Tools from Dilts (2015).

Climate and weather data
We considered weather data to be either annual, monthly,

or daily. Annual data include annual precipitation from PRISM
and values are calculated for the water year. Monthly CWD was
provided by Park et al. (2021), and monthly PDSI was extracted
from Climate Engine (Abatzoglou, 2013). Daily maximum
temperature and daily maximum vapor pressure deficit (VPD)
during the fire were downloaded from PRISM, and daily
minimum relative humidity from gridMET (Abatzoglou, 2013).
Daily fire progression polygons were clipped to daily weather
rasters.

Climate data are represented by 30-year averages (1981–
2010). Climatic water deficit (CWD), maximum August
temperature, maximum December temperature, precipitation
were obtained from the Basin Characterization Model (BCM) at
270 m resolution (Flint and Flint, 2014). Maximum August and

December VPD was acquired from PRISM at 800 m resolution
(Daly et al., 2008).

Fuel data
The vegetation understory and vegetation surrounding (aka

vegetation association) each stand was manually classified using
Google Earth imagery mostly pre-fire, however, both pre and
post fire imagery were used when necessary due to varying levels
of image clarity. The dominant vegetation class, besides BCDF,
was recorded. Vegetation classification bins included: sparse
vegetation (defined as bare ground or boulders/bedrock), oak,
chaparral, approximately even mixture of chaparral and oaks
(aka chaparral/oak). A joint chaparral, oak, and conifer group
was included as an option for classifying vegetation outside
of stands since some large stands bordered multiple veg types
including other BCDF stands that might have been on the other
side of a ridge or slight discontinuity. NDVI, EVI, and NDMI
were calculated using pre-fire Landsat imagery from (Zaca Fire:
June 21, 2007; Thomas Fire: November 23, 2017).

Other data
Daily burn perimeters (also known as fire progression

perimeters) were downloaded from the National Interagency
Fire Center (NIFC) FTP site. Daily area burned for each stand
was determined by calculating the total hectares burned per
day and clipping the daily fire progression layer to the BCDF
stands. Reliable daily or hourly wind data were not available
on public platforms, so daily area burned was included as a
potential explanatory variable as an indirect indicator for daily
wind conditions. Time since last fire (TSLF) was also included
as a potential explanatory variable.

Random forest models

We used RF (Breiman, 2001), a decision tree algorithm,
from the RF package in R (R Core Team, 2019), to
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identify how environmental variables contributed to either
low mortality/refugia or high mortality/burn severity of BCDF
stands. RandomForest (RF) does not impose assumptions on
the variable’s distributions nor does it overfit the data (Breiman,
2001; Kane et al., 2015b). Unlike other statistical models, such
as logistic regressions, RF is not affected by multicollinearity (Bi
and Chung, 2011). For these reasons, RF has been increasingly
used in studies to disentangle complex ecological processes.

Four binary classification RF models were created for each
fire. The first two models were generated to explain correlates
with “refugia” using either low mortality (0–25%) or low RdNBR
(<315) (see Miller and Thode, 2007), as the response variable.
These were classified against all other non-refugia patches. The
second two models evaluated patterns of occurrence of high
burn severity (RdNBR > 641) and high mortality (>75%)
stands compared to all other stands. Moderate RdNBR (315–
640)/moderate mortality (26–74%) stands were included with
the “other”/non-target vegetation type in each model.

While an important concept regarding refugia is that
they can serve as seed sources of future BCDF stands, our
analysis excluded examination of the hundreds of stands that
experienced moderate (25–75%) mortality. These stands could
still have sufficient living adult trees to repopulate the burned
portions of the stand over time and also to contribute to the
continued existence of BCDF on the landscape. However, per
typical definitions of refugia (Blomdahl et al., 2019; Mackey
et al., 2021), we focus on stands that experienced minimal
change (Krawchuk et al., 2016; Kolden et al., 2017) thereby
excluding stands experiencing medium severity since the fate
of those is more questionable than either low or high burn
severity stands.

Before each model run, the sample size of the largest class
was restricted to match the number of observations of the
smallest class; this process is known as downsampling (Chen
et al., 2004; Evans and Cushman, 2009). This was done because
RF classification models can be biased to classes with the larger
samples which ultimately skews the out-of-bag (OOB) error
(Chen et al., 2004; Khoshgoftaar et al., 2007).

Variable selection
We used a combination of objective and subjective methods

to select the final variables for each model. We used VSURF to
objectively narrow down the preliminary variables. VSURF is
commonly used to select optimal variables for RF and similar
models and has been shown to outperform similar programs
(Speiser et al., 2019). VSURF uses a stepwise forward approach
to select the most important variables based on RF variable
importance (VI) permutation scores while simultaneously
reducing redundancy. VSURF reduces variables in three steps—
the first (i.e., threshold) step removes irrelevant variables, the
second (i.e., interpretation) step selects variables important
for interpreting the relationship with the response variable,
and the third (i.e., prediction) step removes any redundant
variables selected in the second step. Since the goal of this

analysis is to interpret how environmental variables contribute
to BCDF mortality or burn severity, the variables output in the
interpretation step were selected as some of the preliminary set
of final variables for the model (Table 2). VSURF, particularly
the prediction step, was also especially useful to help reduce
variables that measured similar features, such as the TPI
variables which captured the local topography at different scales.

In some models there were too many correlated variables
selected at the interpretation step which ultimately resulted
in inconsistent VI rankings. In this case, highly correlated
variables and redundant variables were systematically removed
until the VI ranking was more or less consistent across
model runs. Variables output in the prediction step were used
to help determine which correlated or redundant variables
should be tested for removal. Additionally, sometimes VSURF
did not select all of the non-redundant variables that had
informative relationships with the response variable. In this
case, we employed some subjectivity in deciding which variables
to include as final variables. We took this approach because
the purpose of the model is interpretation and hypothesis
generation and not strictly identification of an optimal,
parsimonious set of variables. Variables that had informative
relationships with the response variable (based on ALE plots),
continued to decrease model OOB error and increase area
under the ROC curve (AUC) while also maintaining stable VI
rankings were included as final variables. The exception to this
was for TPI variables. If one or no TPI variables were output
in the VSURF interpretation step, then no other TPI variables
were explored for inclusion in the final model. Through this
approach, only two to three additional variables were added
to a few models.

Model performance and model interpretation
One feature of the RF package is calculating VI. We used

mean decrease accuracy (henceforth referred to as VI) to rank
the influence of the explanatory variables on mortality/burn
severity. RF estimates VI by quantifying how much prediction
error increases when data for that variable is permuted while all
others are left unchanged (Liaw and Wiener, 2002). Model OOB
error and AUC were used to assess model performance. OOB is
the misclassification rate of the samples RF withholds for use as
testing data (Breiman, 2001).

Accumulated local effect (ALE) plots were then used to
visualize the average relationship between the environmental
variables and the response (Apley and Zhu, 2020). ALE plots are
robust when modeling correlated variables as the variables are
not extrapolated to unrealistic values, like in partial dependence
plots (Apley and Zhu, 2020).

Visual mortality vs. RdNBR analysis

We used a chi-square test to determine if there was a
significant difference between the number of stands grouped
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TABLE 2 Variable importance (VI) rankings for the final variables selected for each of the 4 models.

Zaca fire Thomas fire

Visual mortality model RdNBR model Visual mortality model RdNBR model

Refugia High Refugia High Refugia High Refugia High

Weather

CWD (monthly) – – H3 – L – M M

Min. humidity (daily) L L – – – – L –

Max. temperature (daily) H3 M H2 H2 H3 M – M

Max. VPD (daily) M M H4 H3 M M L L

PDSI H1 M H1 H1 H4 – M H3

Precipitation (annual) M L M M M H3 H3 H2

Climate (30-year avg)

CWD L L – M M H1 M H4

Max. temperature – – M M M – – M

Min. temperature – – – – – – – –

Precipitation – M M H4 – – M M

Max. VPD – – L – – – H2 –

Vegetation

NDVI H2 – – L L L – –

NDMI – H1 – – – – – –

Vegetation adjacent H4 H3 L M – – – –

Vegetation understory M H4 L L H1 M L L

Topography

Slope L M – L – L – –

Solar radiation L – – – – – – L

TPI H5 H2 M L – – – L

TWI L – – M – – – –

Other

Daily area burned – – – – H2 H2 H1 H1

The mortality model is based on visual estimates of mortality from Google Earth imagery. The RdNBR is calculated from remote sensing. H, high VI; M, moderate VI; L, low VI; and “–,”
the variable was not selected as a final variable for that specific model. The number of variables in each VI classification was determined by diving the total number of variables in that
model by 3. So, 1/3 of the variables were each designated to the H, M, or L ranking. The rank of variables with high VI are noted with a subscript.

into the visual mortality vs. RdNBR classification bins. We
then followed the same variable selection process and used the
same metrics of model performance mentioned above. Model
AUC, OOB error, class accuracy, and VI rankings were used
to compare models. We also compared the ranking of the
variables selected for input into the model and compared the
ALE plot interpretations to conclude if one method provides
more accurate results.

Results

Environmental contributions to low
mortality (fire refugia)

Variables falling within all three features of the fire
triangle—weather, vegetation, and topography—were important

in understanding the location of refugia across the Zaca
Fire landscape as one or more highly ranked variables were
in each explanatory variable class (Table 2). We relied on
the quantity of variables in each explanatory variable class
(weather, climate, topography, and fuels) to draw conclusions
about the relative importance of each variable class in each
of the models. For example, if all topography variables
were ranked as low (or not included at all as variables
in the model), then we concluded that topography was of
low importance in that model for that mortality class. If
many of the highly ranked variables were in the vegetation
explanatory class, then we concluded that vegetation was the
most important variable class for understanding mortality
in that model. In the Thomas Fire, topography played no
explanatory role, but the other features of the fire triangle—
weather and vegetation—were important explanatory classes.
Additionally, daily area burned, which is a proxy for wind
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conditions, was one of the most important variables in the
Thomas Fire.

Weather variables acted in different ways to explain refugia
in the two fires. Low daily maximum temperatures and low daily
VPD were associated with refugia in the Zaca Fire, while higher
temperatures and high VPD were associated with refugia in the
Thomas Fire (Figure 2).

Water-related variables (i.e., annual precipitation, monthly
CWD, 30-year average CWD, PDSI, and 30 year precipitation)
overall refugia were associated with drier, more drought-
stressed regions across the landscape, but sometimes had
conflicting relationships with mortality between the two fire
events and within the same fire event. For example, more
negative PDSI (drier conditions) and lower 30-year CWD (less
drought stressed vegetation) were associated with refugia in
the Zaca Fire, but less negative PDSI (less dry conditions)
and higher 30 year CWD (more drought stressed vegetation)
were associated with refugia in the Thomas Fire (Figure 3).
Some of the water variables had non-linear relationships
with refugia locations; very low and very high values of
annual precipitation were associated with refugia in the Zaca
and Thomas Fires (Supplementary materials 2, 3). Of the
two climate variables selected in the Zaca Fire they had
conflicting relationships: lower CWD (i.e., lower drought
stress) and lower precipitation were associated with refugia.
These variables were highly correlated (R2

= 0.847). While
weather variables both showed consensus that drier and more
drought stressed vegetation were associated with refugia. In
the Thomas Fire, the annual weather variables had opposing
effects: lower annual precipitation and lower PDSI (i.e., lower
drought stress).

The impact of vegetation in our models was high in
both fire events, however, the understory vegetation was more
important in the Thomas Fire than the Zaca Fire and the
adjacent vegetation was more important in the Zaca Fire
than the Thomas Fire considering this variable was not
selected as a final variable in the latter model (Table 2).
A dominant oak or sparse (i.e., bare ground) understory was
positively associated with refugia in both fires, and adjacent
sparse or chaparral/oak vegetation were positively associated
with refugia in the Zaca Fire (Figure 4). If the adjacent
vegetation was chaparral, it was a negative predictor of refugia
with either response metric. This negative association of
refugia with chaparral was also seen in the Thomas Fire,
but only when chaparral was inside the stand at the time
of fire.

Topography played a role in the fire impact on BCDF in
the Zaca Fire, but not the Thomas Fire (Table 2). A stand with
high TWI was more likely to act as a fire refugia in the Zaca
Fire (Supplementary material 2). Additionally, refugia were
associated with steep slopes and valleys (i.e., low TPI) within that
fire perimeter.

Environmental contributions to high
mortality

Vegetation had a controlling effect on high BCDF
mortality in the Zaca Fire (Table 2). In the Thomas Fire
there was no dominant explanatory variable class, instead
weather and climate were both important while vegetation
was moderately important in understanding high mortality
(Table 2). The understory vegetation behaved similarly across
fire events (Table 2)—a dominant chaparral understory was
strongly associated with high fire-driven mortality although
this effect was stronger in the Thomas than in the Zaca Fire
(Supplementary materials 2, 3). Likewise, if chaparral was
adjacent to stands, they had a higher chance of higher mortality
in the Zaca Fire (Supplementary material 2).

Similar to the relationship between refugia and BCDF, daily
maximum temperature also had inconsistent relationships with
high mortality of BCDF across the two fires: high mortality
locations were strongly associated with higher maximum
temperature in the Zaca Fire and cooler maximum temperatures
in the Thomas Fire (Supplementary materials 2, 3).

Several water-related variables were selected for the Zaca
Fire: PDSI, annual precipitation, 30 year CWD, and NDMI
(Table 2). For these variables, wetter and less drought stressed
vegetation were associated with high BCDF mortality except
for 30-year CWD which more drought stressed vegetation
was associated with high mortality. In contrast, only 30-
year CWD was selected in the Thomas Fire to explain
high mortality (Table 2), which showed that lower drought
stress was associated with high mortality in the Thomas Fire
(Supplementary material 3).

High mortality sites were associated with flat or low
gradient slopes and non-valleys (i.e., high TPI) in the Zaca
Fire (Supplementary material 2). No topographic variable
contributed to mortality in the Thomas Fire. Lastly, larger
area burned in a day was associated with high mortality in
the Thomas Fire and was one of the strongest importance
variables (Figure 5). Yet daily burned area was not a
relevant variable in understanding mortality in the Zaca Fire
(Table 2).

Visual mortality vs. RdNBR

Using RdNBR appears to favor identification of higher burn
severity locations: in both fire scars significantly more BCDF
stands were classified as having moderate burn severity [Zaca:
X2(3) = 556.9, p < 0.0001; Thomas: X2(3) = 193.4, p < 0.0001]
or high burn severity [Zaca: X2(3) = 556.9, p < 0.0001; Thomas:
X2(3) = 193.4, p < 0.0001] using RdNBR than using the visual
mortality approach to classify the stands. In both the Zaca and
Thomas Fires, significantly more BCDF stands were classified
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FIGURE 2

ALE plots for daily maximum temperature and daily VPD in the Zaca and Thomas Fire low mortality (e.g., refugia) models. The black tick marks
on the x-axis represent the distribution of values for that variable. Positive values indicate increased likelihood of that mortality class, negative
values indicate a decreased likelihood of that mortality class, and values near zero indicate that those values have no effect on classification for
that mortality class. The VI ranking of that variable is listed in the top right corner.

as having no mortality [Zaca: X2(3) = 556.9, p < 0.0001;
Thomas: X2(3) = 193.4, p < 0.0001] and low mortality [Zaca:
X2(3) = 556.9, p < 0.0001; Thomas: X2(3) = 193.4, p < 0.0001]
using visual mortality classification compared to when using
RdNBR (Figure 6).

Despite the similarities in the selected variables, VI rankings
tended to differ between the models according to response
metric, particularly for Zaca Fire (Table 2). In the Zaca
Fire, weather was the most influential variable class for
explaining both low and high burn severity when RdNBR was
the response, while when visual mortality was the response
metric, all variable classes were important in understanding
low mortality, and vegetation was the most important variable
class for understanding high mortality. In fact, for the
two mortality/severity classes, vegetation was consistently less
important as an explanatory variable when RdNBR was the
response metric in both fire scars.

In both Zaca and Thomas Fire refugia models, when
RdNBR was the response variable, models had higher AUC
and higher OOB (error), but lower class classification accuracy
than when visual mortality was used as the response variable
(Table 3). Model performance metrics, however, were not
consistent across the two fires for the high fire-impact response
variables. In the Zaca fire, the high burn severity (RdNBR)
model outperformed the visual high mortality model in all three
metrics. In contrast, the visual mortality model assessing high
mortality in the Thomas Fire outperformed the corresponding
RdNBR model in all three metrics (Table 3).

Lastly, where the final variables were consistent in both
visual mortality and RdNBR models for each fire, direct
comparisons of the trends with the response could be made.
Overall, trends remained consistent for both the fire scars; even
changes in trend lines generally occurred at the same threshold
points (Supplementary materials 2–5). However, there was one
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FIGURE 3

ALE plots for 30-year CWD, a climate variable, and PDSI, a weather variable, have conflicting relationship within and across fire events. The VI
ranking of each variable is listed in the top right corner.

main exception to this observation. The relationship between
bare ground and mortality/severity was flipped or negated in
the Zaca Fire (Supplementary material 4), which was especially
apparent with the vegetation understory variable (Figure 7).
The role of oaks and chaparral, however, was consistent across
response metrics.

Discussion

Environmental contributions to fire
refugia and high mortality

Fire exerts a controlling influence on BCDF distributions
(McDonald, 1990) overall and while BCDF trees are able to
resprout after some fires with individual trees recording a
history of fire scars (Lombardo et al., 2009), high intensity
wildfires can have lasting effects on entire populations (Leiberg,
1899; U.S. Geologic Survey, 1899; Minnich, 1999; Kauffmann
et al., 2017). Here we found that refugia exist in both a wind and

non-wind driven fire and that some aspects of these refugia are
consistent across fires, suggesting that fire refugia are likely to
persist into the future. However, severe stressors, like drought,
occurring concurrently, preceding, or after a fire can affect
BCDF persistence as well as restoration in fire-impacted sites
(Post-Leon et al., 2022).

Modeling refugia can be difficult as it can be hard to
determine if some unburned or minimally impacted stands
are persistent refugia that will continue to provide mitigating
effects during future fires. These would contrast with transient
refugia that occur because of a sudden change in weather
conditions that altered fire behavior or direction in just that
one fire (Bradstock et al., 2005; Krawchuk et al., 2016). Several
studies identifying refugia use many fires to separate persistent
refugia (e.g., Krawchuk et al., 2016; Rogeau et al., 2018;
Meigs et al., 2020). However, given the limited distribution of
BCDF we could not do that. Instead, by comparing results
from a fuel driven fire burning under moderate conditions
(i.e., the Zaca Fire) to a wind driven fire burning under
extreme weather conditions (i.e., the Thomas Fire) we hoped to
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FIGURE 4

ALE plots for vegetation association and vegetation understory in the Zaca Fire and vegetation understory in the Thomas Fire. Vegetation
association was not selected as a final variable in the Thomas Fire and so is not shown. The VI ranking of that variable is listed in the top right
corner.

generate data to build hypotheses to better predict refugia for
BCDF. Our analysis identified common landscape scale refugial
characteristics consistent across both types of fire.

Our modeling results demonstrated the landscape features
that contributed to low mortality (i.e., fire refugia) of BCDF
during both moderate (Zaca) and extreme (Thomas) burning
conditions including association with oaks, sparse understories,
and xeric sites. Additionally, our models showed that during
moderate burning conditions in the vegetation driven Zaca
Fire, steep slopes, valleys, low temperatures, low VPD, and
high minimum relative humidity also contributed to refugia.
In contrast, topography did not really influence mortality
or refugia in the wind-driven Thomas Fire. These results
are consistent with other research showing that extreme

weather conditions can mute the protective effect of landscape
features like topography during a wildfire (Collins et al., 2019;
Mackey et al., 2021).

There was little consistency in environmental contributions
to high mortality across fire scars, except that wetter, less
drought stressed regions were more likely to be associated with
high mortality. In the Zaca Fire high temperatures, high VPD,
low humidity, flat and moderate slopes, and stands in non-
valleys or along ridgelines were associated with high stand
mortality. In contrast to the Zaca Fire that burned under
non-katabatic wind conditions, in the Santa Ana wind driven
Thomas Fire (Kolden and Abatzoglou, 2018), denser vegetation,
and larger daily area burned, which is an indirect measure of
daily wind conditions, were highly important in explaining high
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FIGURE 5

ALE plot of daily area burned in the Thomas Fire.

BCDF mortality. Daily weather had unexpected relationships
with high mortality and refugia, and weaker associations with
high mortality, in this fire perhaps because wind driven fires are
less predictable in the paths that they burn making refugia more
stochastic and harder to predict (Meddens et al., 2018).

Relationship between vegetation, fire refugia,
and high mortality

Vegetation association and understory had an enormous
impact on BCDF mortality in both fires. While other studies
have included fuels data in their modeling efforts (Cansler and
McKenzie, 2014; Birch et al., 2015; Viedma et al., 2015; Estes
et al., 2017; Harris and Taylor, 2017), typically from LANDFIRE,
few studies had as high of resolution for vegetation classification
fuels data as our study (Fang et al., 2018). That high resolution
analysis from our visual evaluation of Google Earth imagery,
complemented our RdNBR analyzes in bringing insight into the
role of fuel type and structure. For example, during our Google
Earth classification of visual mortality, we frequently observed
that fire had burned around a BCDF stand if oaks were growing
in or around the stand. Indeed, our modeling confirmed that
an oak dominated understory, and in the case of the Zaca
Fire oaks around/adjacent to the BCDF stand, contributed
to fire refugia. BCDF growing with oaks has been described
elsewhere as experiencing lower burn severity (Minnich, 1977,
1980; McDonald, 1990). Such vegetation associations may
ultimately be driven by moisture-related growing conditions
as Q. chrysolepis is known to be associated with more mesic
canyons (Plumb and Gomez, 1983; Boyd, 1999). That oak trees
in similar California habitats, may not burn as hot or completely
as other vegetation in southern California has been reported

elsewhere (e.g., Bendix and Cowell, 2010). It thus seems likely
that association of BCDF with Quercus imparts protection from
fire mortality and that this is related to fuel moisture.

That chaparral results in high mortality and greatly impacts
survivorship of BCDF is clear in analyses for both fires. Because
fires in intact chaparral typically burn as active crown fires and
these are typically very high intensity (Keeley et al., 2008), it is
not surprising that this vegetation is associated with the highest
mortality of BCDF stands. While the chaparral in most areas of
the Zaca Fire perimeter had not burned in at least 80 years, the
chaparral in the Thomas Fire was much younger (most burned
in the 1980s) and yet was still associated with high mortality
of Big-cone. Thus, our results generally suggest that a mature
chaparral understory of any age can result in high mortality for
BCDF during fire.

A somewhat surprising finding was that more sparse
vegetation, which here occurred in more xeric regions, was
associated with low mortality. Rogeau et al. (2018) also found
that the proportion of non-fuel (rocks, open soil) in a pixel was
a strong predictor of fire refugia in northern conifer forests.
In our study, both sparse understories and low NDVI were
associated with refugia in our visual inspection of mortality.
More xeric sites have less dense vegetation and potentially
less fuel continuity. Some researchers have suggested that
approximately 10–30% of the landscape needs fuel for a fire to
spread (Finney et al., 2006). More xeric sites thus potentially
act as areas of fire refugia because they lack fuel continuity and
denser fuel loads more typical of mesic sites, and this would
result in lower burn intensity (Cochrane et al., 2012). Chaparral
by contrast, was consistently associated with high mortality.
Because high intensity crown fire is the norm in chaparral
(Keeley, 2007), when chaparral stands are adjacent to BCDF
they likely contribute to extreme temperatures and high flame
lengths within the adjacent or overstory BCDF stands. While
BCDF is considered to be fire adapted (Lombardo et al., 2009),
its bark may not be thick enough to protect the cambium from
severe damage in an extremely hot fire such as occurs in dense
chaparral (Stevens et al., 2020).

Relationship between weather, climate, fire
refugia, and high mortality

Climate has been found to have a mixed effect on burn
severity and fire behavior throughout the literature (Thompson
and Spies, 2009; Dillon et al., 2011; Birch et al., 2015; Parks
et al., 2018). This may in part be due to the many scales at
which climate and weather operate. Weather and climate act
at multiple scales from local and short-term during a fire, to
pre-fire weather conditions (affecting NMDI and LFM), vs.
more regional and longer term [via an influence on long-term
(30-year) drought stress and ultimately vegetation patterns].
While climate is typically not important during the fire itself (a
very short-term event), longer term climate, along with other
local factors like topography, exerts a dominant control on
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FIGURE 6

Comparison of the number of BCDF stands classified as having unchanged, low, moderate, or high mortality using both visually assessed
mortality estimates or burn severity (RdNBR) estimates using Landsat. A chi-square test was used to determine if there was a significant
difference in the number of BCDF stands classified in the various bins using the two different classification methods. *Denotes when there was
a significant difference in the number of BCDF stands classified in the bins.

TABLE 3 Model OOB, class OOB, and model AUC.

Zaca fire Thomas fire

Visual mortality model RdNBR model Visual mortality model RdNBR model

Refugia High Refugia High Refugia High Refugia High

Model OOB – 100 76.94% 77.18% 81.16% 79.27% 76.92% 84.33% 77.58% 78.63%

High class OOB – 100 – 68.22% – 81.02% – 78.07% – 72.84%

Refugia class – 100 78.93% – 76.24% – 80.02% – 70% –

AUC 0.824 0.819 0.8795 0.860 0.830 0.895 0.845 0.859

Both model and class OOB has been subtracted from 100.

landscape scale vegetation patterns (Cansler and McKenzie,
2014; Estes et al., 2017). This is likely because climate (30-year
averages) reflects long-term trends that will dictate vegetation

composition (Zerbo et al., 2016), while short-term weather
(here, weather was at monthly or annual scales) better reflects
the conditions or health of the vegetation that is currently
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FIGURE 7

ALE results showing the relationship of bare ground on fire refugia in the Zaca Fire. Depending on the response metric, bare ground contributed
to fire refugia when visual mortality was the response, but had the inverse effect when RdNBR was the response.

present. Overall, we did not find that climate had a particularly
controlling or consistent effect on mortality in the Zaca and
Thomas Fires.

While the relationship between daily weather and mortality
was not similar between the two fires, the relative importance of
weather in the refugia and high mortality models was similar
despite the bulk of the area that burned during the Thomas
Fire burned in a short period of time (25 days) during overall
cooler winter temperatures compared to the long burning
(50 days) hot summer temperatures of the Zaca Fire. The
Thomas Fire burned when strong Santa Ana winds were the
driving force of fire behavior. Also, Moritz (2003) demonstrated
that Santa Ana winds could drive fire through almost any age
of vegetation in Southern California diminishing influences like
daily temperature, live fuel moisture, or fuel structure. We could
not include wind as a variable in the spatial modeling because
reliable, high resolution wind data were not available on public
platforms, but we included daily area burned (windier days
would spread the fire further) as a proxy. The fact that it was
one of the two most important variables driving mortality in the
Thomas Fire models (Table 2) is consistent with the dominant
role these winds play in driving fire patterns across the region
(Kolden and Abatzoglou, 2018) overriding influences of short
term and local scale climate. By contrast, daily area burned was
not selected as a relevant variable that contributed to mortality
in the Zaca Fire. Keeley et al. (2009) concluded that the Zaca
Fire was a topography and vegetation driven fire that burned
under moderate weather conditions, which is reflected in our
modeling results where weather, topography, and vegetation
were relatively equally important contributors to refugia and

vegetation was the dominant variable class in understanding
high mortality.

Lastly, we did not expect our results to overall indicate
that drier regions would be associated with fire refugia
and wetter regions to be associated with high mortality. As
mentioned above, sparser vegetation was found to be in the
more xeric locations in our study area demonstrating the
link between broader climate and weather patterns and local
vegetation density and live fuel moisture, which then ultimately
impacts fire behavior.

Relationship between topography, fire refugia,
and high mortality

The literature commonly describes suitable BCDF habitat
as north facing canyons and ravines, steeper slopes, and/or on
ridgelines (Bolton and Vogl, 1969; Minnich, 1980; McDonald,
1990). Our RF results from the Zaca Fire indicated that these
stable topographic features may provide suitable refugia for
BCDF protecting the stands from fire altogether or reducing
the severity of fire. Areas where water accumulates (i.e., high
TWI and low TPI), such as canyons, ravines, and valleys,
should have higher soil moisture and thus higher live fuel
moistures. Additionally, despite some researchers finding that
steeper slopes were associated with higher fire mortality (Holden
et al., 2009; Estes et al., 2017), steep slopes were actually areas
of refuge for BCDF in this study. Reduced fuel continuity on
steep slopes likely contributed to them acting as refugia. Lastly,
the Zaca model indicated that areas with higher TPI, which
indicated non-valleys, ridgelines, or areas closer to ridgelines,
were associated with high mortality. However, ridgelines can
provide a topographic barrier that limits fire spread as there
is often less vegetation to burn or discontinuity in fuel
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(McDonald and Littrell, 1976; Rogeau et al., 2018). Upon visual
inspection, several low mortality BCDF stands on ridgelines
had sparse understories. Sparse understories, which included
stands growing in or around boulders, were associated with
fire refugia, meaning ridgelines likely acted as fire refugia for
BCDF if they lacked vegetation cover. The lack of understory
or adjacent vegetation reduces the likelihood of high intensity
crown fire.

Since topography is commonly found to be an important
predictor in fire modeling studies (Haire and McGarigal, 2009;
Dillon et al., 2011; Birch et al., 2015; Harris and Taylor, 2015;
Estes et al., 2017), it was unexpected that only one topographic
variable contributed to mortality in one Thomas Fire model.
We believe that because of the extreme wind conditions that
occurred during this fire, the typical refugial properties of
different portions of the landscape were negated: strong winds
drive wide distribution of embers and fire brands, and extreme
fire behavior (Gill and Allan, 2008). This observation suggests
that otherwise stable landscape features associated with refugia
may not be reliable under extreme conditions.

Visual mortality vs. RdNBR as the
response variable

Burn severity metrics such as dNBR, RdNBR, and RBR are
commonly used in post-fire models to examine the relationship
between burn severity and environmental variables (Dillon et al.,
2011; Birch et al., 2015; Viedma et al., 2015; Harris and Taylor,
2017; Fang et al., 2018; Parks et al., 2018). Here we wanted to
explore a more direct relationship between wildfire and conifer
mortality and so conducted the visual mortality assessment with
Google Earth imagery. When comparing the number of BCDF
stands that were classified into their respective mortality and
burn severity classes, we found that the RdNBR burn severity
classes commonly did not associate with the same mortality
classification. In both fires, remotely sensed RdNBR significantly
overestimated the number of stands with high and moderate
mortality and significantly underestimated the number of stands
with no and low mortality compared to visual assessment,
perhaps due to the sensitivity of RdNBR to fire impacts on the
understory (Kibler et al., 2019).

This fundamental difference in classification led us to
predict that explanatory variables would behave differently
depending on the response variable. Despite differences in
stand classification, when the same variables were selected for
both models, the overarching variable trends were consistent
(Supplementary materials 2–5), with one exception. The
vegetation adjacent and understory variables had conflicting
results in just the Zaca Fire models—sparse vegetation
association and sparse vegetation understory (i.e., high soil
exposure) were associated with fire refugia when visual mortality
was the response variable, but sparse adjacent vegetation had a

negative association with low burn severity and no association
with high burn severity and sparse understory was associated
with high burn severity when RdNBR was the response variable.
The former makes more ecological sense as a lack of vegetation
disrupts fuel continuity leading to lower burn severity and thus
lower mortality. The results in the RdNBR model may be a
byproduct of how RdNBR is calculated: while RdNBR takes into
account pre-fire cover (Miller and Thode, 2007), high soil cover
can be associated with unusually high RdNBR values (Huete
et al., 1984). This is one case using RdNBR would have led to
incorrect conclusions about the association of vegetation and
BCDF stand survival.

Based on model assessment metrics it was difficult to
definitively conclude whether one response metric was superior
to another (Table 3) since AUC and OOB value comparisons
often went in different directions. Overall, all models resulted
in AUC values in the 0.8–0.9 range. This range is considered to
be very good for predictive values of a model (Hosmer et al.,
2013). In both the Zaca and Thomas Fires, visual mortality
resulted in better (lower) OOB but poorer (lower) AUC when
predicting refugia. This was true for predicting high mortality
locations in the Zaca Fire, but the opposite was true for the
Thomas Fire. Hence accuracy alone does not suggest that one
response metric or one accuracy method, is consistently better
than another.

When considering the feasibility of acquiring the response
metrics, RdNBR is less time consuming because Landsat
imagery is freely available, pre-processed and relatively little
work is needed to acquire usable imagery for a broad region.
By contrast, manually classifying mortality was a time, labor,
and cost intensive process that cannot be easily or quickly
conducted over large geographic areas. BCDF stands first had
to be identified because there were no reliable maps showing
BCDF populations, which is likely true for many species,
including those with discontinuous distributions like BCDF.
Then mortality had to be visually classified for over 3,000
stands. Yet, without this approach it would not have been
possible to classify the underlying and surrounding vegetation
composition, which provided valuable insight into the casual
relationship between fire and BCDF mortality including the
protective effects of oak associations. Vegetation association was
only of low to moderate importance in the RdNBR models
likely because of the biased influence of understory on RdNBR
measurements. Nonetheless, the biggest contrast between the
modeled outcomes was the stronger role of weather and long-
term climate variables in the RdNBR models compared to the
mortality models.

We conclude that using RdNBR in ensemble models
may be preferable when VI ranking is not the primary goal
because it is more cost and time effective and accuracies are
not consistently better with one or the other. This may be
particularly true for consistently, or densely forested conifer
ecosystems where the RdNBR may be less influenced by a
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fire sensitive, dense understory like chaparral. By contrast, if
obtaining the VI rankings for use in management is the primary
goal of a post-fire analysis, then it must be understood that
RdNBR may misrepresent fire severity relationships in some
areas. One such situation is when vegetation is a patchwork
of shrubland and different types of woodland and forest, in
which case visual classification of mortality can provide valuable
management insights.

Restoration implications

Our results indicate that restoration of BCDF should focus
in areas that have at least one of the three following vegetation
characteristics: low chaparral density, high oak density, or sparse
understory. For practical reasons, areas with high oak density
may be the most suitable for restoration. BCDF stands with
sparse understory, although unlikely to burn at high intensity,
are not ideal restoration sites because these areas are more
arid. Conifer seedling establishment is sensitive to precipitation
patterns (Varmola et al., 2000; Brown and Wu, 2005; Rother
et al., 2015) so drier sites may have a lower chance of long-
term survival of outplanted seedlings. By contrast, canyons and
valleys are ideal restoration sites particularly if oaks are present,
due to the increased access to water, which will be necessary for
sapling survival.

BCDF stands that suffered the highest mortality, while
seeming to be most in need of restoration, are those that were
likely within chaparral before fire. Since high fire intensity is
associated with higher post-fire shrub densities (Russell et al.,
1998; Nagel and Taylor, 2005) regardless of pre-fire vegetation
composition, these sites will quickly regenerate to chaparral.
These chaparral seedlings may prove competitive for BCDF
seedlings. In addition, restoring within a vegetation type that
is likely to eventually reburn at high intensity should be a low
priority.

Lastly, our results can be used to prioritize fuel management
work. Thinning chaparral around or under BCDF stands that
meet other fire refugia criteria could increase the survivability
of a valued stand. Such stands could be ones that harbor
high genetic diversity and offer a large source of seed to
surrounding areas, or areas that are culturally valuable for
other reasons. Additionally, managers could consider planting
Quercus chrysolepis individuals simultaneously with outplanting
of BCDF seedlings since this association seems to aid survival of
BCDF during fire.

Conclusion

Given the rapid pace of anthropogenic climate and fire
regime change, the identification and protection of refugia
are increasingly important conservation priorities in forested

landscapes (Morelli et al., 2020). For regionally restricted species
such BCDF, these concerns are pressing, as refugia will be
important for maintaining the presence of this species in the
increasingly dry and fire-prone habitats of southern California.
High intensity fires are likely to continue to destroy BCDF
stands while drought is likely to limit regeneration success
(Runte et al., in press). Fire refugia will be increasingly important
for the persistence of rare and geographically limited species,
such as BCDF, as anthropogenic factors continue to alter historic
fire regimes (McKenzie et al., 2004).

Our results contribute to the growing literature showing
that places that are refugia in a fuel driven fire may not be
refugia in a wind driven fire (Collins et al., 2019; Mackey
et al., 2021). This was demonstrated when several topographic
variables were contributors to refugia in the Zaca Fire, yet they
were not important in the Thomas Fire presumably because
topography was overridden by high wind conditions during the
Thomas Fire. One consistent contributor to refugia across fires
was understory vegetation, thus demonstrating that even under
severe wind conditions vegetation can behave predictably—
chaparral will contribute to high mortality and oaks will
contribute to refugia.

The key to the long-term persistence of BCDF will be
identifying where fire, drought, and climate refugia overlap.
Not all areas of fire refugia will also be drought or climate
refugia. Our modeling efforts have demonstrated that canyons
and valleys are suitable habitat and this may be in part because
these features decrease burn severity. These features have the
added benefit of being areas of climate and drought refugia
since they have reduced evaporative demand and more access
to water (i.e., higher TWI) and maybe areas of cold air
drainage. Regions with sparse vegetation and low NDVI were
identified as fire refugia, but these attributes tend to be located
in the drier, more drought-stressed regions of the landscape
thus they may not be long term climate refugia. While the
vegetation in these regions appear to be less affected by drought
than higher elevation sites today (Post-Leon et al., 2022), the
higher aridity and low precipitation of these areas would make
them challenging for active restoration should stands there be
impacted by fire.
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